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Survivor groups

All  groups  require  a  leader,  an  individual  who  is  given  access  to  the
Leadership  skill  tree.   This  person  will  also  manage  additional  npc
refugees (characters who exist solely as a downtime resource) to act as
troops, farmers, builders or just citizens. In order to keep the group strong
and  able,  these  refugees  must  be  fed,  protected  and  their  numbers
reinforced. Barter items can be used to increase a population, but the new
recruits must come from somewhere – refugees can only be found in the
safer regions. One of the benefits of being in (or closely allied to) a group
is having the safety of a settlement in downtime. Improvements can be
added to a settlement which allow players to craft more items, research
some of the mysteries of the world or invent new items. Better defences,
statues and other structures can also be constructed using the npc work
groups. 

How to make a group

Groups are simply made by players stating they will create a group.  This
will attract a number of npc refugees to their cause.  It is then up to the
group to  find or  build  a  base  camp,  construct  upgrades  and structures,
recruit new players and npcs and try to survive.

The npc contingent of a group will stay in play even if the players do not
attend an event, but over time the npc numbers will diminish and the group
will crumble.

Religions and groups

Preachers  are  able  to  preach  to  a  congregation.   Although  this  might
consist of the group which they are a member of, there are no requirements
that this must be the case.

Preachers and congregations are totally separate to the group system.



Overview

Settlement Size (page 3)

The settlement npc population determines the number of work groups available
to use.  These are your spare workers who strong enough of body and mind to
work  for  extended  periods  outside  your  walls.   The  remaining  population
should not be considered useless; they are your cooks, cleaners, farmers and
lookouts.

Work groups (page 4)

Work groups each gain two actions each (or three if fuel is used) and these
actions can be used to help haul resources, attack other groups, cull the amount
of infected in a region and other useful tasks.

Work groups can be trained by combat experts and given better equipment in
order to gain the upper hand when fighting Shamblers or other groups. There
are also bandit groups on the downtime map which might raid or attack player
groups. Player's characters can also support combat in downtime, assuming they
have some combat skills. 

Buildings (page 6)

Many player characters have skills which allow them to build various upgrades
given a resource cost.  These upgrades allow group bases to serve a variety of
purposes, such as (but not limited to):

• Create weapons, armour and other items

• Research and built new equipment that is currently not in the game world

• Gain additional food or other resources

• Increase the safety of the group

Morale (page 8)

The npc members of a group needs to be fed and protected; this is measured by
morale and can affect population both positively and negatively.



Settlement size table
Minimum npc

Population
Size

Work
Groups

Recruitment cost
(per npc)

5 A few survivors 1 1 – 2 barter items

12 Small group 2 2 barter items

21 Small camp 2-3 3 - 4 barter items

41 Hamlet 4 5 barter items

71 Village 5 - 6 6 - 8 barter items

141 Town 7 - 9 9 - 13 barter items

Recruiting new npcs
There are 3 ways of recruiting more npcs to swell a group size:

1. Barter Items
By sending a player to a “Safe” or “Risky” region in downtime,  
barter items can be spent to recruit new npc refugees to join your  
group.

2. Morale
Should a group have positive morale,  new npc refugees will  find  
their way to the base.  However, a negative morale results in npcs  
leaving the group.

3. Event Opportunities
Small  groups  of  npc  refugees  can  also  be  found  during  events,  
looking for safety.  The requirements to recruit these people should 
be discovered during that event.

Expert npcs
Not all refugees are equal.  Some are experts in a particular area, such as
medicine, mechanics or combat.  These npcs might move between groups
or  even  be  bought  or  sold  (more  like  a  football  transfer  than  slavery,
depending on the group in question).  They can even be kidnapped in a
raid.
Expert  npcs  will  grant  a  specified  bonus  to  the  group  –  but  these
individuals are rare and ultimately controlled by the Ref team.  
Players and Expert npcs do not count towards the npc population.



If you are a Group Leader, you may direct any work groups in downtime. 

If a Downtime is not submitted, the Refs will assume the work groups will
just focus on safely gathering whatever resources they can.

As a Group Leader you may wish to instruct your work groups to:

• Attack (raid bases, reduce the number of infected in the region etc)

• Scavenge resources from a region (this will quickly empty the region
of resources)

• Access caches that you know the location of

• Move heavy resources (such as food, supplies, fuel etc) to trade with
other groups (so long as you know the location the trade will take
place)

• Construction  (buildings,  fortifications,  upgrades  etc)  takes  a  work
group one action. The individual player character with the plan for
the construction loses no downtime actions as a result

• Training work groups to use weapons takes one action for both the
work group and the individual player character acting as a trainer

• Be  put  to  work  according  to  opportunities  given  in  the  group
information sheet

With a unit of fuel, one work group gains one bonus action a downtime
which can only be used to move resources, attack or access caches. More
fuel can be used to aid other work groups, but each work group only gains
one additional action per Downtime this way. The fuel is considered used
regardless of the success of the action.

Defending against attacks in the same region does not take an action. For
those work groups skilled with firearms, ammunition will only be used in
attacking or defending if it would make a difference to the outcome of the
fight, and the work group has clips available.



Work  groups  each  have  a  “Strength”  which  is  dependant  on  their  training,
equipment, morale and some other factors.  This strength is compared during
downtime combat  to  see  which side  wins  and what  casualties  are  suffered.
While individual WG strength is important, the number of WG used is also a
vital factor in achieving a goal.

Training
Characters  skilled  in  combat  will  have  the  ability  to  train  work  groups  to
various levels of skill.  Each level of training takes time and the training must
be done in order (so an untrained WG must be trained to “Practised” before it
can  be  improved to  “Trained”).   “Firearms”  training is  a  separate  trait  that
simply allows the group to use firearms, should they be equiped with them.

Equipment
Firearms  and  Armour  gives  the  single  biggest  bonuses  to  a  WG  combat
strength, while superior melee weapons or superior armour give the same level
of increase as each stage of training.  A WG cannot use firearms unless trained,
and still require ammunition.

Morale and Health
Morale and Health also grant large bonuses and penalties.  Morale depends on
the base morale while injured WG can’t usually be given orders, but could be
pushed into service if defending their home.

Examples:
Untrained dispirited mob (would fail to protect travellers in a “Risky” region)

Training Equipment Morale Health

None Basic melee Poor Healthy

A trained group used to protect a base (with help from the mob above, they would be able to use an
action to make a “Risky” region into a “Safe” region without suffering casualties)

Training Equipment Morale Health

Trained Basic, Armour Satisfactory Healthy

Injured 13th Special Forces (able to stand their own against both groups above or keep travellers safe
in a “Dangerous” region)

Training Equipment Morale Health

Elite, Firearms
Superior Melee, Improved

Armour, Firearms
Satisfactory Wounded

While in a region, work groups will passively protect themselves and others in
the same region, regardless of the work they are assigned.  However, success is
dependant on the WG strength compared to the danger level of the region.



Upgrades and Buildings
Bases can be upgraded through a variety of means.  Most players will find
that  certain  skills  grant  them the  ability  to  construct  buildings  (usually
taking two downtime actions), or they can direct a work group to build
instead of the player (taking one WG downtime action).

The upgrades have different purposes and costs can vary a little depending
on where the base is  built.   A small  number of constructions are listed
below as examples, but each has a specified skill that the group must have
access to.

Settlement Cost IC information Additional OoC rules

Permanent
Camp

5 Supplies

A permanent camp is more than a roof, it
is a defensible position which is

camouflaged from the infected with
access to safe drinking water.

A group consists of both players
and npc refugees who can be

used as Work Groups to achieve
various goals

Workshop
10 Supplies,

3 Tool

A place to design and develop ideas for
various chemicals, materials and any

miscellaneous projects

You can begin to research or
develop new ideas using

relevant skills, at a resource
cost

Laboratory

30 Supplies, 
5 Tools, 

3 Medical, 
5 Lab Supplies

While a workshop is useful for basic
ideas and tinkering, a lab would allow
actual research and development of a

range of chemicals and drugs

You can research new drugs,
various samples and other

essential chemicals which have
been almost forgotten

Gardens 20 Supplies

Crops can be grown to supplement the
usual food supplies of a group.  There is
only the space to grow small gardens of

food safely.

Part of the usual supply of
inferior forage is converted to

farmed food, which gives a
better morale boost.  Once built,

there is normally no upkeep
requirement.

Bar &
Distillery

10 Supplies,
2 Lab Supplies

A still can create alcohol in a variety of
barely drinkable forms.  Often referred to

as “Rotgut”, “Moonshine”, “Bathtub
Gin” and other less polite names. 

Such drinking establishments
grant a bonus to the settlements

morale, which might attract
refugees or grant combat

bonuses, but don't depend on it!

Most buildings take a work group one action to build, or a player two
actions.  There are some smaller scale upgrades that take less time, but this
information is given in the description.

Players  are  welcome to  try  to  build  things  that  are  not  listed,  such  as
statues and follies.  These will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.

Outposts
While  most  upgrades  and  buildings  are  built  near  the  base,  there  is
opportunity to build limited structures in other regions.  These outposts
need  to  be  protected  and  resourced  as  alone  they  would  be  quickly
overwhelmed. 



Group Stores
Groups can store any amount of each resource, but this must be traded for
or scavenged the usual way.  Work groups are able to scavenge for far
more resources than individual players.

These stores can be accessed normally by all players in that group, and
individual  resources  the  player  cannot  hold  in  their  stash  are  usually
transferred to the group stores.

Basic Income
Every downtime a group will benefit from an income of inferior forage
which will  go some way to convering food requirements.   This can be
improved using base constructions to a better quality of food.

Store Permissions
All group leaders can change the ways that stores work in the following
ways:

Player members can have full, limited or no access to your stores.  This
means that  certain players can be given access to the stores,  or chosen
resources are made unavailable.

Food can be restricted so that  either players can help themselves,  have
limited access to food types, the npc population are always fed first, or
even that the players members may not use group food stores.

Finally, you can request that all player members automatically donate all
food and large items to the stores.  While you will receive a summary of
what the players do donate,  individual members can secretly opt out of
this.

Raids and Theft
If  group  stores  are  open  for  members  to  access,  purposeful  theft  and
accidently misuse are entirely possible.

You can send work groups with the intent of raiding the stores of both npc
and player bases.   The number of work groups sent will  determine the
amount  of resources that  can be stolen,  while the strength of the work
groups count towards the time available and the casualties received.



Morale

Each group has a “morale” rating.  This measures the amount of npcs who
will leave or join the group that downtime.  Morale usually spans the entire
npc population and is affected by the region, food quality, buildings and
other factors, possibly including player downtime actions.

Region Bonuses (not exhaustive)                    Food Quality

Safe +0 Bar +1 ½ rations normal x2 rations

Risky -1 Slave state -3 Inferior -3 -1 +0

Dangerous -3 Religious prayer +1 Farmed -2 +0 +1

Overrun -6 Hostile spies -1 Tinned -2 +1 +3

Overwhelming -10 Village status +1 Luxury -1 +3 +6

Deadly X Town Status +2 Unfed npcs are lost (they either leave or die)

Once the morale rating has been calculated, the npc population will  be
adjusted by the rating.
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Morale -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

WG
bonus

Poor Satisfactory Good

Work groups gain a strength bonus depending on the groups morale rating,
this  is  simplied  as  either  “Poor”,  “Satisfactory”  or  “Good”.   All  work
groups normally have the same morale,  although it  is  possible  to  have
different ratings due to specific plot reasons.

Players can use actions to improve morale, but the results might be very
limited.



Legal Policies

Tents and Camping

Players and Crew are not allowed to enter or open any closed tent without
explicit permission from the owner of the tent, unless the tent is open and
obviously inviting others. 

Personal Property

It is unacceptable to take any items belonging to someone else without
permission. Instances where obviously in-character items are stolen, they
must be brought to the Ref Desk as soon as possible. 

The coloured ribbons which represent resources, and weapons or armour
with  tags  attached  are  the  only  exception  to  this  rule.  In  the  case  of
weapons or armour, the item must be taken to the Ref Desk – players may
not 'cut' tags to steal them. 

Code of Conduct 

• Do not do anything that is illegal under British law 

• Do not impinge on anyone else enjoying the game 

• If you are at any stage unsure or uncomfortable about a role-playing 
situation, remove yourself from the situation and find a Ref. 
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